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Vacancy 
 

Online Sales of Training Course Places 
 
 

 29 West Main Rd, Fredonia (Near Lily Dale), USA NYS  13063 
 

Contact:  Marc Stuart 
 

Mobile: +44 (0)7463 909554 • UK: +44 (0)1506 200 513  USA:  +1 716 406 8773 
 

info@justascottishmedium.com 
 
 

 



 

www.traditionalscottishspiritualtraining.com 
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Online Sales of Training Course Places 
 
We are a start-up training company offering training in Traditional Scottish Spiritualism. Selling two-
week courses with training from Scottish Mediums set in Spiritualist Churches.  
 
The business is being formed to address an issue in the USA Spiritualist movement which the Scottish 
movement has the solution to. There are not enough Spiritualist Churches to provide religious support 
to the movement, or to train Mediums. Therefore, the training that does occur is to a very large part 
unorganised and not exactly meeting the Scottish standards. 
 
Scotland has a very high per capita number of Churches. The business was formed when a small 
number of American spiritualists were given a tour around several Scottish Churches and were able to 
compare the Scottish situation to the American position. 
 
Courses will be held in Spiritualist Churches. This is an independent training business which aims to 
train American Mediums how to set up Scottish styled Churches, and to learn Scottish Mediumship 
methodologies and skills. It has the full ongoing support of a number of those churches. 
 
The course locations in 2020 are just outside of  
 
There is a very active USA Mediumship community on Facebook. There is also a very large industry 
in the USA of Psychic Fairs held across the country by several large businesses. 
 
The role is to identify suitable candidates on Facebook and engage, screening and setting up online 
meetings with a Scottish Medium to demonstrate and discuss. Then close and book.   
 
There is a presence from the company at approximately three Psychic Fairs a month in the USA and it 
is expected that sales leads will also be generated from here for you to work with. 
 
You will be paid by results on a scale in proportion to how much work you do to close the sale. Paid 
only when deposits are paid. You can be either self employed or on the payroll.   
 
Course places are in 2020 and 2021. 
 
This would suit someone with a sales background, working from home and able to adapt hours to suit 
the target market. You must be able to demonstrate an understanding of the religious beliefs of 
Spiritualists in the UK to the American market.  This can be learned but some background in that area 
would be extremely helpful.  
 
www.traditionalscottishspiritualtraining.com 
 
On Target Earnings $37,000. / £28,000.  PA. 
 
Send application to; Send application to info@justascottishmedium.com 
 
Clearly detail your sales experience,  knowledge and experience of Spiritualism and or 
Mediumship.   


